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Introduction

• Course Contents
  • C programming language
  • Memory management
  • Mathematical Techniques
  • Solving engineering problems
Course Administration

- Course web pages online on EEE
  - Instructor information
  - Course description and contents
  - Course policies and resources
  - Course schedule
  - Homework assignments
  - Course communication
    - Mailing list (announcements)
    - Email (administrative issues)
Getting Started

- Obtain an account on the EECS servers
  - Your working account in EECS
  - Contact the TA if you don’t have this already
Getting Started

• Log into the server
  • Terminal with SSH protocol (secure shell)
  • EECS servers
    • east.eecs.uci.edu
    • newport.eecs.uci.edu
    • malibu.eecs.uci.edu
  • User name, password
• Work in the Unix system environment
  • shell, command prompt
  • system commands
    echo, date, ls, cat, man, more, pwd, mkdir, cd, cp, mv, rm, rmdir
  • manual pages
  • compiling C code
Unix Commands

- Unix system commands
  - `echo` print a message
  - `date` print the current date and time
  - `ls` list the contents of the current directory
  - `cat` list the contents of files
  - `more` list the contents of files page by page
  - `pwd` print the path to the current working directory
  - `mkdir` create a new directory
  - `cd` change the current directory
  - `cp` copy a file
  - `mv` rename and/or move a file
  - `rm` remove (delete) a file
  - `rmdir` remove (delete) a directory
  - `man` view manual pages for system commands
Exploring the Directories in UNIX

- Print the contents of a directory
  - `ls` – list directory (optionally can list directory)
- Print the current directory
  - `pwd` – print working directory
- Create a new directory
  - `mkdir directoryname` – make directory
- Remove a directory
  - `rmdir directoryname` – remove directory
- Move a directory
  - `mv original newname` - move
Files in UNIX

- Each file lives in a directory
- View the contents of a text file
  - `cat filename` – dumps file to screen
  - `more filename`
  - `less filename`
- Copy file
  - `cp original newname` – copies a file
- Remove file
  - `rm filename` – removes a file
- Move file
  - `mv original newname` – moves a file
- Edit/create text file
  - `pico filename`
  - `emacs filename`
Text Editors

- Use a text editor
  - pico (easy-to-use editor)
  - emacs (powerful editor)
  - others...

- Edit on PC and upload to UNIX system
C compiler

• To translate C code into an executable, we use a compiler
• We will use gcc in this course
• To translate file.c into an executable, we run
  `gcc file.c`
• compiler reads file `file.c` and creates file `a.out`
• options may be specified to direct the compilation
  • `-o file` specifies output file name
  • `-g` support debugging
  • `-O0` turn off optimizations
  • `-Wall` turns on all warnings
Alternate Programming Environments

• You can use any platform you wish to write course assignments
• You can install gcc on your own machine (MS Windows, Macintosh, Linux)
• You can use any text editor to write your code in
• But check that your assignments run on the Sun machines before turning them in
• You have to use Sun machines to turn in your assignments
Introduction to Programming

- Categories of programming languages
  - Machine languages (stream of 1’s and 0’s)
  - Assembly languages (low-level CPU instructions)
  - High-level languages (high-level instructions)

- Translation of high-level languages
  - Interpreter (translation for each instruction)
  - Compiler (translation once for all code)
  - Hybrid (combination of the above)

- Types of programming languages
  - Functional (e.g. Lisp)
  - Structured (e.g. Pascal, C, Ada)
  - Object-oriented (e.g. C++, Java, Python)
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• Categories of programming languages
  • Machine languages (stream of 1’s and 0’s)
  • Assembly languages (low-level CPU instructions)
  • High-level languages (high-level instructions)

• Translation of high-level languages
  • Interpreter (translation for each instruction)
  • Compiler (translation once for all code)
  • Hybrid (combination of the above)

• Types of programming languages
  • Functional (e.g. Lisp)
  • Structured (e.g. Pascal, C, Ada)
  • Object-oriented (e.g. C++, Java, Python)
History of C

- Evolved from BCPL and B
  - in the 60’s and 70’s
- Created in 1972 by Dennis Ritchie (Bell Labs)
  - development language of UNIX operating system
- “Traditional” C
  - ported to most platforms
- ANSI C
  - standardized in 1989 by ANSI and OSI
  - standard updated in 1999
Introduction to C

• What is C?
  • Programming language
    • high-level
    • structured
    • compiled
  • Standard library
    • collection of existing functions
• Why C?
  • de-facto standard in software development
  • code is portable to many different platforms
  • easy transition to object-oriented programming
    • C++ / Java
  • freely available for most platforms
Our first C Program

• Program example: HelloWorld.c

```c
#include <stdio.h>

/* main function */

int main(void)
{
    printf("Hello World!\n");
    return 0;
}

/* EOF */
```
Our first C Program

- Program comments
  - start with `/*` and end with `*/`
  - are ignored by the compiler
  - should be used to
    - document the program code
    - structure the program code
    - enhance the readability
- `#include` preprocessor directive
  - inserts a header file into the code
- standard header file `<stdio.h>`
  - part of the C standard library
  - contains declarations of standard types and functions for data input and output (e.g. function `printf()`)
Our first C Program

- `int main(void)`
  - main function of the C program
  - the program execution starts (and ends) here
  - `main` must return an integer (`int`) value to the operating system at the end of its execution
    - return value of 0 indicates successful completion
    - return value greater than 0 usually indicates an error condition

- function body
  - block of code (definitions and statements)
  - starts with an opening brace (`{`) 
  - ends with a closing brace (`}`)

- `printf()` function
  - formatted output (to stdout)

- `return` statement
  - ends a function and returns its argument as result

```c
... /* main function */
int main(void) {
    printf("Hello World!\n");
    return 0;
}
/* EOF */
```
Our first C Program

• Program compilation
  • compiler translates the code into an executable program
  • `gcc HelloWorld.c`
  • compiler reads file `HelloWorld.c` and creates file `a.out`
  • options may be specified to direct the compilation
    • `−o HelloWorld` specifies output file name

• Program execution
  • use the generated executable as command
  • `HelloWorld`
  • the operating system loads the program (loader), then executes its instructions (program execution), and finally resumes when the program has terminated
Our first C Program

• **Example session: HelloWorld.c**

```bash
east% mkdir HelloWorld
east% cd HelloWorld
east% ls
east% vi HelloWorld.c
east% ls
HelloWorld.c
east% ls -l
-rw-r--r-- 1 doemer faculty 263 Sep 28 22:11 HelloWorld.c
east% gcc HelloWorld.c
east% ls -l
-rw-r--r-- 1 doemer faculty 263 Sep 28 22:11 HelloWorld.c
-rwxr-xr-x 1 doemer faculty 6352 Sep 28 22:12 a.out*
east% a.out
Hello World!
east% gcc -Wall -ansi HelloWorld.c -o HelloWorld
east% ls -l
-rwxr-xr-x 1 doemer faculty 6356 Sep 28 22:17 HelloWorld*
-rw-r--r-- 1 doemer faculty 263 Sep 28 22:17 HelloWorld.c
-rwxr-xr-x 1 doemer faculty 6352 Sep 28 22:12 a.out*
east% HelloWorld
Hello World!
```
Our first C Program

• Character string constants: “Strings”
  • start and end with a double quote character ("")
  • may not extend over a single line
  • subsequent string constants are combined
  • text formatting using escape sequences
    • \n  new line
    • \t  horizontal tab
    • \r  carriage return
    • \b  back space
    • \a  alert / bell
    • \\  backslash character
    • \"  double quote character
• Experiments with the HelloWorld program...
Our second C Program

• Program example: Addition.c (part 1/2)

```c
/* Addition.c: adding two integer numbers */
/*                                          */
/* author: Rainer Doemer                    */
/*                                          */
/* modifications:                           */
/* 09/30/04 RD initial version              */

#include <stdio.h>

/* main function */
int main(void)
{
    /* variable definitions */
    int i1 = 0;  /* first integer */
    int i2 = 0;  /* second integer */
    int sum;    /* result */

    ...
```
Our second C Program

• Program example: Addition.c (part 2/2)

```c
/* input section */
printf("Please enter an integer: ");
scanf("%d", &i1);
printf("Please enter another integer: ");
scanf("%d", &i2);

/* computation section */
sum = i1 + i2;

/* output section */
printf("The sum of %d and %d is %d.\n", i1, i2, sum);

/* exit */
return 0;
} /* end of main */

/* EOF */
```
Our second C Program

• Variable definition and initialization

/* variable definitions */
int i1 = 0; /* first integer */
int i2 = 0; /* second integer */
int sum; /* result */

• Variable type: int
  • integer type, stores whole numbers (e.g. -5, 0, 42)
  • many other types exist (float, double, char, ...)
• Variable name: i1, i2, sum
  • valid identifier, i.e. name composed of letters, digits
  • variable name should be descriptive
• Initializer: = 0
  • specifies the initial value of the variable
  • optional (if omitted, initial value is undefined)
Our second C Program

• Data input using `scanf()` function

```c
definition
/* input section */
printf("Please enter an integer: ");
scanf("%d", &i1);
```

• part of standard I/O library
  • declared in header file `stdio.h`
• reads data from the standard input stream `stdin`
  • `stdin` usually means the keyboard
• converts input data according to format string
  • "%d" indicates that a decimal integer value is expected
• stores result in specified location
  • `&i1` indicates to store at the `address of variable i1`
Our second C Program

- Computation using assignment statements

```c
/* computation section */
sum = i1 + i2;
```

- Operator `+` specifies addition
  - left and right arguments are added
  - result is the sum of the two arguments
- Operator `=` specifies an assignment
  - value of the right-hand side `(i1 + i2)` is assigned to the left-hand side (`sum`)
  - left-hand side is usually a variable
  - right-hand side is a simple or complex expression
- May other operators exist
  - For example, `-`, `*`, `/`, `%`, `<`, `>`, `==`, `^`, `&`, `|`, ...
Our second C Program

- Data output using `printf()` function
  ```c
  /* output section */
  printf("The sum of %d and %d is %d.\n", i1, i2, sum);
  ```
  
  - part of standard I/O library
    - declared in header file `stdio.h`
  - writes data to the standard output stream `stdout`
    - `stdout` usually means the monitor
  - converts output data according to format string
    - standard text is copied verbatim to the output
    - "\%d" is replaced with a decimal integer value
  - takes values from specified arguments
    - `i1` indicates to use the value of the variable `i1`
## Our second C Program

### Example session: `Addition.c`

```plaintext
% vi Addition.c  
% ls -l  
-rw------- 1 doemer faculty 702 Sep 30 14:17 Addition.c  
% gcc -Wall -ansi Addition.c -o Addition  
% ls -l  
-rwx------ 1 doemer faculty 6628 Sep 30 16:44 Addition*  
-rw------- 1 doemer faculty 702 Sep 30 14:17 Addition.c  
% Addition  
Please enter an integer: 27  
Please enter another integer: 15  
The sum of 27 and 15 is 42.  
% Addition  
Please enter an integer: 123  
Please enter another integer: -456  
The sum of 123 and -456 is -333.  
% 
```